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Scalable. Reliable. Responsible.

A pure and simple solution
to sustainability.
As part of Renewable Energy Group’s EnDura Fuels™ product line, PuriD™ is a
next-generation renewable fuel that’s available today — to help you reach your
sustainability and profitability goals with confidence.

32.9M
Backed by years of laboratory
research and field testing and
more than 32.9 million gallons
of over-the-road use, PuriD™
is produced using advanced
refining processes and testing
procedures to meet Renewable
Energy Group’s next-generation
quality standards.

Stringent quality standards that exceed ASTM,
CEN and CGSB biodiesel quality requirements

Developed specifically for virtually
seamless blending with renewable diesel

PuriD™ is produced using
advanced refining processes
and testing procedures to
meet Renewable Energy
Group’s next-generation
quality standards.

Enables fuel users to confidently increase
365

biodiesel blend levels year-round

CO₂

Carbon Intensity (CI) scores that are much
lower than petroleum diesel allow for
decarbonization now

PuriD™ blends with petroleum diesel can be
managed using the same cold flow properties
you use to manage your petroleum fuels

Our focus is on your success.
For more than 25 years, we’ve helped industries implement practical solutions to complex sustainability
challenges by providing leading-edge quality, go-to-market agility, sustainable partnerships and sensible
decarbonization strategies.
For more information
North America: Contact Renewable Energy Group at 844.405.0160 or connect with us at regi.com
Europe: Contact REG at +31 20 757 6800 or eur-sales@regi.com
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